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Chapter 15: Netherlands
Author
Lucas J. de Heer[1]

An overview
The Netherlands has always been a front-runner in international trade and relationships. This is reflected
in legal ingenuity. For example, the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC), the world’s largest
trading company in the 17th century, became the first publicly traded company in 1606. With the famous
port of Rotterdam as gateway, the Netherlands is still a prominent trading nation. In 2012, the Netherlands
was the fifth largest exporting country in the world. This position can be explained by the Netherlands
being geographically attractive for transit, but also by the fact that the Netherlands is a stronghold in many
sectors of industry. For example, the Netherlands was the second exporter (after the United States) of
agricultural products in 2011.[2] Therefore, it will give rise to little surprise that export accounts for almost
half of the employment in the Netherlands.[3]
In order to facilitate international trade and commerce, the Netherlands developed an extensive treaty
network. As a founding member country of the OECD, the Netherlands strongly adheres to the OECD
Model Tax Convention (OECD Model) and its Commentary. However, as many other countries, the
Netherlands has its quirks which come to light as deviations from the OECD Model. This report will
elaborate on these deviations by discussing those elements that the author regards as most substantive
and suitable for discussion.

15.1. Tax treaty practice in the Netherlands
15.1.1. Introduction
Although the Netherlands in fact published a model treaty a long time ago, the Nederlands
Standaardverdrag (NSV), this model cannot be regarded as a template of contemporary Dutch tax treaty
policy due to its age. Published in 1987, the NSV has been outpaced by the national and international
developments that shape tax treaty policy. The NSV is therefore of no significance in the Netherlands,
which is also confirmed by the Dutch Memorandum on Tax Treaty Policy 2011 (MTTP). The MTTP states
that the Netherlands takes the OECD Model as a basis and strives to contend with specific characteristics
of potential tax treaty partners though tailor-made solutions. This approach precludes the use of a
standard Dutch model tax treaty, according to the MTTP.[4]
The MTTP is an extensive memorandum describing the tax treaty policy of the Netherlands and serves as
a starting point for tax treaty negotiations by the Netherlands. In combination with recent tax treaties, the
MTTP adequately reflects the tax treaty policy of the Netherlands. This report will discuss the deviations
from the OECD Model and Commentary in the Dutch tax treaty policy through the MTTP and recent tax
treaties.

15.1.2. Residency for tax treaty purposes
Article 4(1) OECD Model provides that residency for tax treaty purposes requires liability to tax by reason
of domicile, residence, place of management or any other criterion of similar nature. What qualifies as
liable to tax? The OECD Model does not take a strong stance on the meaning of “liable to tax”. It does,
however, give two interpretations:
(i)

“[L]iable to tax” requires formal or theoretical liability rather than material liability. Consequently, a
subjective exemption is no obstacle to qualify as being liable to tax. This is, according to the OECD
Commentary, the position that is shared by the majority of OECD member countries.[5]
(ii) A different view is taken by a minority of OECD member countries and consists of the interpretation
that “liable to tax” does require material liability to tax. From that perspective, a subjective exemption
prevents that the “liable to tax” criterion is fulfilled.[6]

The MTTP states that the Netherlands concurs with the majority of the OECD members. In this regard,
the Netherlands stresses that tax treaties not only entail avoiding double taxation, but also more generally
divide taxing rights between the contracting states. Therefore, except in case of abuse, there is no reason
why a tax exemption granted by the residence state should lead to increased taxing rights of the source
state.[7]
Contrary to the view of the Deputy-Minister of Finance, the Supreme Court of the Netherlands embraced
interpretation (ii) above. The so-called “Inwonerschap vereniging-arrest” or “Residency association case”
dealt with residency of an association under the Netherlands-United States treaty. Under Dutch domestic
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law, an association is only taxable for corporate income tax purposes in case, and to the extent that, it
operates an enterprise.[8] The association that was the protagonist in the “Residency association case” did
not operate an enterprise and was therefore not taxable under the Dutch Corporate Income Tax Act.
The association was managed by an American director, who qualified as a resident of the United States.
The Supreme Court had to determine whether the association qualified as “resident” under article 17 of
the Netherlands-United States treaty. Through its interpretation of “resident”, the Supreme Court would
answer the question whether the Netherlands (as source state) or the United States (as residence state)
would have taxing rights in respect of the director’s remuneration.[9]
Article 4(1) of the concerned treaty provided that the term “resident of one of the States”
means any person who, under the laws of that State, is liable to tax therein by reason of his
domicile, residence, place of management, place of incorporation, or any other criterion of a
similar nature, or that is an exempt pension trust, as dealt with in Article 35 (Exempt Pension
Trust) and that is a resident of that State according to the laws of that State, or an exempt
organization, as dealt with in Article 36 (Exempt Organizations) and that is a resident of that
State according to the laws of that State….
The Supreme Court judged that in case the residence article of a certain tax treaty explicitly identifies
treaty-exempt bodies as treaty resident, other exempt entities that have not been explicitly mentioned do
not qualify as treaty resident. Due to the fact that the association did not operate an enterprise that gave
rise to subjective taxation under the Dutch Corporate Income Tax Act, in combination with the absence of
a reference in article 4 of the treaty to this type of association, the Supreme Court ruled that the
,
association did not qualify as resident under the Netherlands-United States treaty.[10] [11]
This ruling was in accordance with previous case law which indicates that the Supreme Court regards
“liable to tax” as a requirement for a material tax liability. In the 2001 Drielandenpunt case, the Supreme
Court had to determine residency of a dual resident company for the application of the tax treaty with a
third state. It concerned a company incorporated under Dutch law whose actual management was located
in the Netherlands Antilles. Thus, it concerned a dual resident company. This company qualified as
resident in the Antilles under the Netherlands Tax Treaty (NTT) between the Netherlands and the Antilles.
Therefore, the company was not fully subject to taxation in the Netherlands, but only for the income that
was allocated to the Netherlands under the NTT. This resulted in a limited tax liability in the Netherlands.
The Supreme Court ruled that due to this limited tax liability, the company was not subject to “full tax
liability”. Hence, the company did not qualify as resident of the Netherlands under the old NetherlandsBelgium tax treaty (1970).[12]
Although the Residency association case was decided under a treaty that included a residency provision
that deviated from the OECD Model, given the reference to certain exempt entities, it remains unclear
what the reasoning of the Supreme Court would be under a OECD Model-compliant residency provision,
which would not be suitable for the argumentum a contrario of the Supreme Court as demonstrated in the
Residency association case, according to the MTTP.[13] However, it has been argued in the literature that
the outcome of the Drielandenpunt case already provides that the Supreme Court regards “liable to tax”
as a requirement for material tax liability.[14]
The Netherlands exempts pension funds from corporate income tax and traditionally endeavoured to
include a reference in article 4 that guarantees treaty access for these pension funds. However, as a
result of the case law mentioned above, the Netherlands now also intends to provide certainty for other
exempt entities by including them in article 4. In that case, these entities remain outside the scope of the
case law mentioned above and are ensured of treaty access. For the Netherlands, this would not only
concern pension funds, but also non-profit organizations and associations or foundations that do not
operate an enterprise.
This intention is realized, for example, in the residency article of the Netherlands-Japan treaty. Article 4(2)
provides that “A person, other than an individual, which has its place of incorporation or its place of
management in a Contracting State, shall be deemed to be liable to tax in that State provided that income
derived by that person is treated under the tax laws of that State as the income of that person and not as
the income of its beneficiaries, members or participants.”[15]
Furthermore, the Netherlands also intends to include exempt collective investment vehicles in article 4,
but is willing to limit treaty rights with regard to these entities.[16]

15.1.3. The so-called KLM provision
In the 17th century, the Dutch skipper Barend Fockesz, who transported spices from Indonesia to the
Netherlands, was supposed to have made a pact with the Devil. The latter ensured him of sufficient wind
during his journeys, thereby significantly shortening his journey from Batavia (currently known as Jakarta)
to the Netherlands. In return, Fockesz was to sail his ship for eternity. The ship was then known as “The
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Flying Dutchman”.[17] It took some 200 years more before the Dutch actually flew to Batavia. On 1
October 1924, the Koninklijke Luchtvaart Maatschappij voor Nederland en Koloniën (The Royal Airline for
the Netherlands and Colonies) flew to Indonesia.[18] This airline is currently known as KLM, which merged
in 2004 with Air France in order to become Air-France KLM. The top holding is established under French
law and located in Paris. However, KLM still operates with a high level of independence from the
Netherlands.
This merger had an impact on Dutch tax treaties, in the first place with the France-Netherlands treaty. The
Netherlands feared that it could lose taxing rights on the profits derived by KLM in case the merger would
result in KLM’s place of effective management being shifted from the Netherlands to France.
Consequently, the 1973 France-Netherlands tax treaty was amended through a protocol in 2004 as
follows:
1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 4, 8, 13 and 23 of the Convention, it is understood
that the Netherlands shall have the exclusive right to tax:
(a) the profits derived by the existing Koninklijke Luchtvaartmaatschappij N.V. from the
operation of aircraft in international traffic;
(b) the gains derived by the existing Koninklijke Luchtvaartmaatschappij N.V. from the
alienation of aircraft operated in international traffic, as well as from the alienation of
movable property used for the operation of such aircraft, and
(c) aircraft operated in international traffic by the existing Koninklijke Luchtvaartmaatschappij
N.V., as well as movable property used for the operation of such aircraft,
provided that the aforementioned profits and gains, aircraft and movable property, insofar as the
domestic law of the Netherlands allows the Netherlands to tax, are effectively subject to tax in
the Netherlands.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles 4, 8, 13 and 23 of the Convention, it is understood
that, in any situation in which the operation of aircraft of the existing Koninklijke
Luchtvaartmaatschappij N.V. were to be entirely or substantially carried out by another person,
the Netherlands would have the exclusive right to tax the profits, capital gains, aircraft and
movable property pertaining to these activities, provided that the aforementioned profits and
gains, aircraft and movable property are effectively subject to tax in the Netherlands insofar as
the domestic law of the Netherlands allows the Netherlands to subject them to tax.
3. The Contracting States shall, where necessary, consult each other regarding the mode of the
application of the second paragraph by way of letters or otherwise.
The OECD Model provides that profits from the operation of ships or aircraft in international traffic are
taxable only in the state in which the effective management of the enterprise operating these ships or
aircrafts is located.[19]
The Netherlands generally follows this approach. However, in case the Air France-KLM structure were to
change, that could result in a shift of the effective management of KLM from the Netherlands to France.
Consequently, the Netherlands would lose taxing right with regard to profits derived by KLM through
activities in the treaty partner. The allocation of KLM profits was a politically sensitive issue.[20] Therefore,
the Netherlands intends to include a provision in the Protocol that determines that the place of effective
management of KLM is deemed to be located in the Netherlands.
Such a provision in the Protocol has been included in recent treaties.[21] For example, article IX of the
Protocol to the Ethiopia-Netherlands treaty provides that:
1. For the purposes of Articles 8, 13, 15 and 21, the place of effective management of the
enterprise of Koninklijke Luchtvaartmaatschappij N.V. (KLM N.V.) shall be deemed to be
situated in the Netherlands, as long as the Netherlands has an exclusive taxing right with
respect to the enterprise of KLM N.V. under the tax convention concluded between the
Netherlands and France.
2. The provision of paragraph 1 shall also apply in any situation where the air transport activities
of the existing KLM N.V. would be continued fully or substantially by another person. This person
shall be considered to be a resident of the Netherlands for the purposes of this Convention.

15.1.4. Taxation of offshore activities
In the late 1950s, the first gas was extracted from Dutch soil. In 2009, the total income (during the period
1959-2009) for the Dutch government from the extraction of gas amounted to EUR 211 billion, as was
calculated by a Dutch newspaper.[22] This windfall, unfortunately, gave rise to a phenomenon called the
“Dutch disease”.[23] The Dutch-disease theory provides that an increase in exploitation of natural
resources leads to a decline in the manufacturing sector. Subsequently, the revenues were “cheered
away” through consumptive spending. For example, a quarter of the EUR 211 billion mentioned above
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has been spent on social benefits.[24]
The natural resources windfall did not only give rise to the Dutch disease, but, luckily for this report, also
to a specific provision in Dutch tax treaties.
Since 1990, Dutch domestic law offers the possibility to tax income from exploration and extraction of
natural resources on the continental shelf when these activities have been performed for at least 30 days
in a year. Dutch tax law provides in that regard that “the Netherlands” also includes the seabed and its
subsoil located outside its territorial waters in the North Sea, to the extent that the Kingdom of the
Netherlands is allowed by international law to exercise sovereign rights with regard to exploration and
extraction of natural resources.[25] The 30-day threshold constitutes a divergence from the permanence
criterion that would normally be applicable to determine whether a permanent establishment (PE) exists.
[26] The incorporation of the 30-day threshold was driven by the intention to extend the reach of the PE
concept in the context of income from natural resources derived offshore.[27]
In its tax treaty policy, the Netherlands proposes to include a provision in tax treaties that allows the
Netherlands to effectuate its extended taxing rights with regard to the offshore activities mentioned above.
This provision consists of an extension of the concept of permanent establishment through which the
Netherlands can exercise taxing rights on profits earned from offshore activities related to the exploration
and production of natural resources, in case these activities have been performed for at least 30 days, as
,
in accordance with Dutch domestic law.[28] [29]
Not all treaty partners of the Netherlands are prepared to include an offshore provision. This mainly
depends on whether the treaty partner has a continental shelf containing exploitable natural resources.
The Dutch position heavily depends on the question whether companies of the treaty partner are involved
in offshore activities on the continental shelf.[30]
The offshore provision can appear in two forms, either included in article 5 or as an independent
provision. The Netherlands-United Kingdom tax treaty includes an extensive offshore provision, which
does not raise much surprise since it has great practical importance due to geographical reasons. Article
23(3) provides that:
An enterprise of a Contracting State which carries on offshore activities in the other Contracting
State shall, subject to paragraph (4) of this Article, be deemed to carry on, in respect of those
activities, business in that other State through a permanent establishment situated therein,
unless the offshore activities in question are carried on in the other State for a period or periods
not exceeding in the aggregate 30 days in any twelve month period.
Article 23 also provides that activities of associated enterprises should be taken into account in order to
determine the existence of an offshore PE.
In case associated enterprises both carry on offshore activities and together exceed a period of 30 days,
then each enterprise shall be deemed to be carrying on its activities for a period exceeding 30 days in any
12-month period.[31] These provisions in the Netherlands-United Kingdom treaty are similar to the
provision that is included in article 5 with other treaty partners.[32]

15.1.5. Pensions
Pensions have been a hot topic in the Netherlands for some time now. To a certain extent, a battle takes
place between generations. Younger generations face higher contributions that must be made during an
exceeding amount of time, in order to save for shrinking entitlements. On the other hand, older
generations face cuts in their entitlements. This even gave rise to a political party whose most prominent,
if not only, goal is to conserve pension entitlements for the elderly. This party saw its potential electorate
soar in the polls, but collapsed due to the parting of its charismatic party leader. He felt he could do
nothing but resign after a newspaper published that during his entrepreneurial years in which he managed
a gay magazine, he did not transfer pension contributions of his employees to the pension fund. Instead,
he used the pension contributions to plug the holes in his company’s balance sheet.[33]
However, despite the heated public debate, the Dutch pension system is still rated as second best in the
world.[34] The Netherlands uses an EET system (exempt, exempt, taxed). Under such a system,
premiums are deductible and accrued pensions are exempt until they are distributed. Article 18 of the
OECD Model grants taxing rights with regard to pension payments to the resident state, since the
recipient of those payments uses the collective resources in that state. Consequently, the Netherlands
would not be able to tax pensions that originated in the Netherlands and are paid to a retiree that
emigrated from the Netherlands, in case a treaty with an article 18 conforming to the OECD Model is
applicable.
In order to conserve taxing rights for the Netherlands as country that facilitated pension accrual through
tax exemptions, the Netherlands intends to include a provision in its treaties that allows for source-state
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taxation with regard to pensions.[35]
The Netherlands, however, did not include an observation or reservation in this regard in the OECD
Commentary. In the MTTP 1998, the Netherlands stated that it intends to maintain taxing rights over
pensions that were facilitated in the Netherlands. However, this would be achieved by following the main
rule of the OECD Model, flanked with exemption for pensions that were fiscally facilitated in the
Netherlands and with an exemption that allows for source-state taxation in case the pension is not
sufficiently taxed in the residence state.
The MTTP 2011 takes a stronger position and indicates that the Netherlands intends to include sourcestate taxation as general rule.[36] During the parliamentary discussions on the MTTP, the parliament
forced the Deputy-Minister of Finance to take an even stronger stance regarding source-state taxation in
tax treaties. A resolution, which was adopted by the parliament, stated that the Netherlands should only
conclude tax treaties with source-state taxation for pensions.[37] The deputy-minister replied that this is
indeed Dutch tax treaty policy, but a final compromise could mitigate these source-state intentions.
The Netherlands concluded tax treaties with a variety of provisions that (partly) effectuate source-state
taxation for pensions. For example, the 2012 Germany-Netherlands treaty only allows for partial sourcestate taxation. Taxation is possible for pension payments that exceed an annual aggregate of EUR
15,000.[38] This limited source-state taxation only applies to pension that originate in the source state.
Article 17(5) of the treaty subsequently provides that a pension (or similar remuneration) is deemed to
arise in a contracting state as far as the pension or other similar remuneration or annuity contributions or
associated payments, or entitlement to this pension or other similar remuneration or annuity, have been
eligible for tax facilitation in that country.
Recent treaties concluded by the Netherlands with Japan and the United Kingdom include a similar
provision; however, the UK treaty includes a higher threshold of EUR 25,000.[39]

15.1.6. Readmission clause immigrants
The MTTP also refers to a provision that seems rather out of place in the context of international taxation,
but still plays a (minor) role in the Netherlands tax treaty policy: the readmission clause.[40] Such clause
obliges the treaty partner to readmit immigrants that have immigrated to the Netherlands and exhausted
legal procedures in the Netherlands but have not been awarded right to stay.
The MTTP states that the Netherlands seeks inclusion of a readmission clause in a tax treaty in case such
a provision has not yet been agreed in a different context. This caused a certain uproar, however, within
the Dutch tax advisors’ lobby. The deputy-minister responded that the impact of the readmission clause
on tax policy will be limited to nil, as the Netherlands has already successfully negotiated with more than
100 countries on such arrangements, outside tax treaty context.[41] This is confirmed by the fact that the
readmission clause has not yet been included in a single tax treaty.

15.2. Observations, reservations and positions recorded in OECD Commentaries
15.2.1. Relevance of observations, reservations and positions recorded in OECD
Commentaries for the purpose of applying tax treaties
15.2.1.1. Introduction
Before establishing the significance and legal nature of reservations and observations made by a country
on the OECD Commentary, one must, in the author’s opinion, consider the same for the OECD Model and
its Commentary in that same country. After all, the OECD Model and Commentary are the legal premise
of these observations. Findings brought to light by research on observations will therefore remain void
when the legal status of the OECD Model and Commentary remains unexamined. However – and
unfortunately – academic discussions on the legal status of the OECD Model seem to be a perpetuum
mobile in international taxation, as these discussions have not yet ended in a definite answer on the
question of what the legal nature of the OECD Model and Commentary actually is.[42]
These discussions on the legal status of the OECD Model and Commentary bear significant potentially
practical impact in the Netherlands given the frequency Dutch courts refer to the OECD Model and
Commentary. Peculiarly, despite this importance, Dutch courts have refrained from a legal analysis
towards the legal status of the OECD Model. They have embraced the practical use of the OECD Model
and Commentary without expressing their view on the legal nature of these instruments. The current
consensus in Dutch case law consists of the OECD Model and Commentary being of “great significance”.
[43]

15.2.1.2. Observations vs reservations
A reservation indicates that an OECD member country does not agree with a certain provision in the
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OECD Model and reserves the right not to include the concerned article in its tax treaties. For example,
paragraph 51 of the Commentary on Article 13 of the OECD Model states that, “Belgium, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands and Switzerland reserve the right not to include paragraph 4 in their conventions.”
However, such reservation is not absolute, as a final compromise in treaty negotiation may demand to
include this provision.[44]
An observation indicates that a member country does agree with the OECD Model, but does not agree
with the interpretation given in the OECD Commentary on a certain provision.[45] An observation therefore
states how a treaty provision should be interpreted according to certain countries, whereas a reservation
indicates how a state intends to draft its treaties. An observation therefore constitutes a unilateral
interpretative statement by the state making the observation. The observation is thus of significance for
tax treaty interpretation.
Such interpretative value cannot be granted to reservations. After all, in case a state indicates through a
reservation that it intends not to include a certain provision, but does so in a specific treaty, then the
reservation will lose its value other than that it only substantiates that the concerned state reluctantly
incorporated that provision. Therefore, in the following, this report will only examine the interpretative
value of observations.
Observations share the faith of the OECD Model and Commentary when it comes to their legal nature: it
remains opaque. Observations, however, have proven to be of practical relevance in case law in the
Netherlands. Take for example a case that dealt with the definition of “employer” in the (old) treaty
between Germany and the Netherlands. In that case, the Court of Appeal judged that the Netherlands had
refrained from making an observation at the relevant paragraphs of the OECD Commentary and therefore
deemed the OECD Commentary applicable to this treaty. Consequently, the court interpreted the treaty
definition of “employer” through the OECD Commentary. This judgment was later confirmed by the
Supreme Court of the Netherlands.[46] Though an argumentum a contrario is generally not the strongest
reasoning, this author would assume that the Supreme Court would have taken into account the
observation by following its reasoning, in case the Netherlands would have made an observation with
regard to the OECD Commentary.

15.2.1.3. Observations determinative for legal nature of OECD Commentary
It has been argued in literature that an observation can function as a characteristic to establish the legal
nature from an international public law perspective of the OECD Commentary in specific cases. For
example, Van Raad considered that the Commentary is agreed by OECD member countries, which have
the opportunity of making an observation on its content.[47] It therefore seems reasonable that the OECD
Commentary qualifies under article 31(2)(b) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT).
Article 31(2)(b) provides that “any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connection with
the conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty” is
considered as treaty context and, as such, should be taken into account as a legally binding instrument for
treaty interpretation purposes, in case the concerned country is an OECD member country and did not
make an observation.
Engelen found that international public law requires that when a state incorporates provisions of the
OECD Model in a tax treaty but intends to deviate from their interpretations provided by the OECD
Commentary, that state should express this through an observation on the OECD Commentary. In case
that state refrains from such an observation, the OECD Commentary qualifies as “any agreement relating
to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connection with the conclusion of the treaty” and
therefore as part of the treaty context under article 31(2)(a) of the VCLT.[48]
Wattel took the position that the OECD Commentary can qualify as part of the treaty context under article
31 of the VCLT, provided it concerns a tax treaty concluded by OECD member countries or non-members
that took a “position”, and which refrained from making an observation or reservation.[49]
A different view was taken by Ward, who found that the OECD Commentary does not qualify as a legally
binding part of a treaty context as provided by article 31 of the VCLT, even when the concerned tax treaty
is based on the OECD Model.[50] From that viewpoint, an observation has no impact on the legal nature of
the OECD Commentary.

15.2.1.4. Treaty policy regarding observations and reservations in the Netherlands
The MTTP stresses the importance of the OECD Commentary for Dutch treaties based on the OECD
Model, even when the treaty partner is not a member of the OECD.[51] For that purpose, the
Memorandum refers to the aforementioned case of the Dutch Supreme Court in which the OECD
Commentary was considered to be of “great significance” for the interpretation of tax treaties.[52] The
MTTP notes that OECD member countries have the possibility to make observations and reservations to
the OECD Model and Commentary. The Dutch policy consists of a reticent approach towards
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observations and reservations, as the Netherlands believes that the strength of the OECD Model and
Commentary is best preserved by limiting the amount of observations and reservations.[53]

15.2.1.5. Dynamic application of the Commentary and inter-temporal application of
observations
The MTTP refers to the introduction of the Commentary on the OECD Model with regard to the dynamic
application of the Commentary. In case the Commentary is amended, then tax treaties predating that
amendment should be interpreted in accordance with the amended Commentary, i.e. the Commentary
should be applied dynamically.[54] Dutch tax treaties can include a provision in the protocol that confirms
this dynamic application of the OECD Model. This is also the case for treaties concluded with non-OECD
members.[55]
In case such a provision is not included in the protocol, reference can be made to the MTTP in order to
establish the Dutch position. With regard to the dynamic application of the OECD Model and
Commentary, the MTTP distinguishes between three situations: (i) the amended Commentary clarifies the
meaning of the OECD Model; (ii) the amended Commentary interprets the OECD Model differently than
previous Commentaries and (iii) the Commentary is amended as a result of amendments in the OECD
Model. With regard to (i), the deputy-minister confirmed the dynamic application of the OECD
Commentary. This applies also in case the treaty partner is a non-member, to the extent that the treaty
partner refrained from taking a position on the amended Commentary.[56] In case of situation (ii), it should
be assessed on a case-by-case basis whether it is reasonable to apply the Commentary dynamically.
Finally, with regard to (iii), the Netherlands’ perspective is that the Commentary cannot be applied
dynamically.
Therefore, according to the deputy-minister, the Commentary may only be unconditionally applied in a
dynamic manner when the amended Commentary concerns a clarification. The Memorandum
substantiates this point of view by referring to case law.[57] This reference, however, raised criticism as the
Supreme Court in the referred case seems to attach less value to the amended Commentary than
indicated in the Memorandum, since the Court regarded the Commentary merely as a supplementary
means of interpretation under article 32 of the VCLT rather than as part of the treaty context under article
,
31 of the VCLT, as the Memorandum implicates.[58] [59]
This discussion can even be of relevance for treaties that include a protocol indicating that the concerned
treaty “shall be interpreted according to the OECD Commentary on these provisions at the moment of
signing the Convention and to subsequent clarifying modifications of the OECD Commentary on these
provisions.” The wording of the protocol is clear: the treaty partners intend that the treaty is interpreted
analogously to the OECD Commentary, in a limited dynamic way. However, such a protocol remains
ambiguous with regard to the question whether the Commentary should be regarded as part of the treaty
context or related content under article 31 of the VCLT, or as a supplementary means of interpretation
under article 32, since the protocol does not expressively refer to these provisions. In the author’s opinion,
the wording of such a protocol indicates that the treaty partners had a more prominent position for the
OECD Commentary in mind than as a supplementary means of interpretation. Article 31(4) of the VCLT
provides that, “A special meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended.”
It can therefore be argued that the reference to the OECD Commentary qualifies as such a special
meaning. However, a more thorough research in this matter is beyond the scope of this report.
The nature of the OECD Commentary with respect to its dynamic or static application is of equal
importance to determine the inter-temporal nature of observations, meaning whether observations have
impact for treaties predating that observation (or its elimination). In this respect, four situations relevant for
tax treaty interpretation can be distinguished: (i) an observation is made in respect of a part of the
Commentary at the same time that part is included in the Commentary; (ii) an observation is made in
respect of a part of the Commentary that already existed; (iii) an observation is dropped while the part of
the Commentary in respect of which the observation was made is still included in the OECD Commentary
and (iv) both the observation and its relating part of the Commentary have been eliminated from the
Commentary. All the observations made by the Netherlands qualify under (i) and the author has not
encountered any observations qualifying under (iii) and (iv).
As observations are included in the Commentary, the assessment that should be made whether the
(eliminated) observation has inter-temporal effect requires the same assessment that should be made for
determining the dynamic application of the Commentary. This would mean that according to the DeputyMinister of Finance, an observation insofar as it concerns a clarification will have inter-temporal effect.
However, since all observations of the Netherlands were made synchronously with the amendments in the
Commentary that they target, this discussion has no practical relevance. After all, these observations
merely intend to eliminate amendments in the Commentary and therefore conserve the Commentary as it
was before the amendments.
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15.2.2. Observations and reservations made by the Netherlands
15.2.2.1. Articles 1 and 23A/B: Application of the OECD Partnership Report
In 1999, the OECD released a report titled The Application of the OECD Model Tax Convention to
Partnerships (Partnership Report). The Partnership Report deals with the qualification of partnerships for
treaty purposes and allocation of income and qualification conflicts.[60] A qualification conflict arises if the
source and residence states apply different treaty provisions as a result of the reference to domestic law
in article 3(2) of the OECD Model.[61]
The Partnership Report found that without further guidance, the issues identified above could give rise to
both double taxation and double non-taxation. The OECD provided the guidance it deemed necessary
through two principles, which are roughly the following: (i) the decisive qualification of a partnership is that
of the state from which the treaty is invoked and (ii) in case of a qualification conflict, the qualification of
the source state is decisive. These principles were subsequently incorporated in the OECD Commentary,
the first in paragraph 2 et seq. of the Commentary on Article 1 and the latter in paragraph 32.1 et seq. of
the Commentary on Article 23A/B of the OECD Model (2010).
The Netherlands made an observation on both paragraphs in the Commentary. The observation on article
1 provides that the Netherlands will adhere to the conclusions of the Partnership Report that have been
incorporated in the Commentary on Article 1 only and to the extent that, (i) it is explicitly implemented in a
tax treaty, (ii) it results from a mutual agreement procedure or (iii) it is laid down in a domestic policy
statement.
The observation on article 23 states that the Netherlands is in principle in favour of resolving situations of
both double taxation and double non-taxation due to conflicts of qualification between contracting states,
as these situations are contrary to the object and purpose of a tax treaty. However, the Netherlands does
not agree with the interpretation given in paragraphs 32.4 and 32.6 of the Commentary on Articles 23A
and 23B to the phrase “in accordance with the provisions of this Convention” in article 23. The
Netherlands finds that the OECD’s interpretation overstretches the wording of article 23. Therefore, the
Netherlands will adhere to the OECD interpretation only and to the extent that, (i) it is explicitly
implemented in a tax treaty, (ii) it results from mutual agreement procedure or (iii) it is laid down in a
domestic policy statement.[62]
Currently, there are no treaties in which the Netherlands has implemented the OECD’s interpretation on
article 23; neither does there exist a domestic policy statement. The approach with regard to the treatment
in partnerships is followed in recent treaties.[63] The parliamentary report on the amending protocol of the
treaty with the United States (8 March 2004) seems to moderate the observation, by stating that the
Netherlands does in fact support the findings of the Partnership Report. However, according to the
Deputy-Minister of Finance, Dutch case law does not allow for fundamental changes to the OECD
Commentary.[64] However, in the MTTP, the observation and its rationale were again reaffirmed.[65]
These observations have raised academic discussion. It can be argued that the OECD’s interpretation of
the phrase “which, in accordance with the provisions of this Convention, may be taxed in the other
Contracting State” in article 23 is in line with the international public law effectiveness principle, which is
included in article 31 of the VCLT.[66] The effectiveness principle provides that in case a treaty provision is
open to two different interpretations whereby the first allows for effective application of the treaty’s object
and purpose and the second does not make such effective application possible, then the first
interpretation should be followed.[67]
In case the Netherlands would persist in its interpretation of article 23, then double taxation could arise
that otherwise would have been avoided if the OECD’s interpretation was followed. Given the fact that the
object and purpose of a tax treaty consists of avoiding double (non-)taxation,[68] the Netherlands’
observation would lead to a result contrary to that object and purpose. Therefore, the principle of
effectiveness demands that the OECD’s interpretation is given precedence.[69]
The Supreme Court has followed the line of the Dutch observation in its judgment of 1 March 2002,
meaning that the Netherlands, as residence state, refrains from following the qualification of the source
state, although the Court did not in fact refer to the Dutch observation.[70] The case concerned a
fisherman, resident of the Netherlands, who worked on a ship under Belgian flag. The Dutch tax
authorities qualified its income as business profit, taxable in the Netherlands due to the absence of a PE.
The Belgian tax authorities, however, deemed the income to constitute employment income; such income
would be taxable in Belgium under article 17 of the treaty.[71]
The Supreme Court considered that the treaty did not define “employment” and therefore should be given
its meaning under Netherlands domestic law, independent from its meaning under the law of the source
state (Belgium). Subsequently, the Court considered the facts and circumstances in the light of Dutch law
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and found that the relationship between the fisherman and the company owning the ship did not qualify as
an employment contract. The Court confirmed the assumption of the Dutch tax authorities and considered
the fisherman’s income as business profits, taxable in the Netherlands. This finding was contrary to the
finding of Belgium and double taxation arose. This double taxation would have been eliminated in case
the OECD’s interpretation of article 23 was followed, rather than the line of the Dutch observation.[72]

15.2.2.2. Article 1: Domestic anti-avoidance rules
Paragraph 7 et seq. of the Commentary on Article 1 deals with treaty abuse. More specifically, paragraph
22 et seq. concerns the application of domestic anti-abuse provisions. The Commentary considers that
domestic anti-abuse provisions do not conflict with the provisions of tax treaties.
The Netherlands has made an observation with regard to these paragraphs:
The Netherlands does not adhere to the statements in the Commentaries that as a general rule
domestic anti-avoidance rules and controlled foreign companies provisions do not conflict with
the provisions of tax conventions. The compatibility of such rules and provisions with tax treaties
is, among other things, dependent on the nature and wording of the specific provisions, the
wording and purpose of the relevant treaty provision and the relationship between domestic and
international law in a country. Since tax conventions are not meant to facilitate the improper use
thereof, the application of national rules and provisions may be justified in specific cases of
abuse or clearly unintended use. In such situations the application of domestic measures has to
respect the principle of proportionality and should not go beyond what is necessary to prevent
the abuse or the clearly unintended use.[73]
The observation is effectively applied by the Netherlands in treaty negotiations. In that respect, reference
can be made to the treaty with Germany. While a final compromise was reached by including a mitigated
reference to German anti-abuse legislation, the Netherlands endeavoured to maintain its observation.
According to the explanatory note on the treaty, the Netherlands opposed the desired inclusion of an antiabuse provision by Germany with a general reference to German domestic law. The Netherlands had
indicated to agree that treaty abuse must be prevented, but had concerns regarding the scope of such a
general provision. After all, a general anti-avoidance clause bears the risk of overkill. In that respect the
Netherlands referred to its observation on article 1.[74]

15.2.2.3. Article 13: Capital gains on real estate investment entities
Since 2003, the current paragraph 4 has been included in article 13 of the OECD Model. This provision
grants right to tax to the source state, in respect of capital gains from the alienation of shares that directly
or indirectly derive more than 50% of their value from immovable property situated in the source state.
Paragraph 4 entails to align the tax treatment of shares in legal entities whose assets predominantly
consist of real estate with the tax treatment of actual real estate under article 13(1) of the OECD Model.
The Netherlands has made a reservation to this paragraph 4.[75] The Netherlands wants to retain as much
as possible to the general rule that the right to levy capital gains tax from the alienation of shares is
assigned to the residence state, regardless of the nature of the assets of the company.[76] This
reservation, however, is not absolute. This is demonstrated by the tax treaties that the Netherlands has
concluded with the United Kingdom (2008), Switzerland (2010), Hong Kong (2010), Japan (2010),
Panama (2010) and Germany (2012).
Such is also confirmed by the MTTP, according to which, the Netherlands is willing to consider including
paragraph 4 in the context of a final compromise. However, in that case, the effect of paragraph 4 should
be mitigated by including, for example, a higher percentage than 50%. Furthermore, the Netherlands aims
to incorporate an exemption for shares in listed companies, portfolio shareholdings, industrial property
interests held by pension funds and capital gains realized as a result of group restructuring.
The Dutch observation received agreement in academic discussions,[77] though this does not necessarily
relate to its justification, i.e. the intention to retain the general rule. Albert found that article 13(4) raises
interpretative issues that may give rise to double non-taxation; especially the inclusion of indirectly held
real estate may cause such interpretative issues. Treaty partners may have different interpretations on
this indirect real estate, since the OECD Commentary does not provide guidance in this matter.[78]

15.2.2.4. Article 19: Apportionment of pension payments
Article 18 of the OECD Model allocates taxing right with regard to pensions to the residence state.
Notwithstanding this allocation under article 18, taxing rights over pension benefits accrued in government
service are allocated under article 19 to the state which pays the pension.
Practical difficulties may arise in case the employee worked both in private and public sectors. Such a
situation may exist in case (i) pension rights are transferred from a public scheme to a private scheme and
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(ii) vice versa. As of 2005, the OECD Commentary addresses these situations. Paragraph 5.4 provides
that in case of scenario (i), the pension payments are taxable only under article 18 of the OECD Model. In
situation (ii), practical difficulties may arise, according to paragraph 5.5. Some countries may intend to tax
the pension payments under article 19, although other countries may allocate the pension payments to
both article 18 and 19, based on the source of the pension entitlements.
As already discussed in section 15.2.1., the Netherlands intends to incorporate source-state taxation for
pension payments in article 19 as part of its general tax treaty policy. From that perspective, apportioning
pension payments between articles 18 and 19 would be of little practical use, as both articles provide for
source-state taxation. However, as part of a final compromise, it may occur that intended source-state
taxation under article 18 may not be realized in a specific treaty or only in a limited way.[79] With regard to
these treaties, the Netherlands made an observation on paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5 of the Commentary on
Article 19.[80]
This observation states that the Netherlands does not adhere to the statements in paragraphs 5.4 and
5.5. According to the Netherlands, apportionment of pension payments on the basis of the relative source
of the pension entitlements, private or government employment, is also possible if pension rights are
transformed from a public pension scheme to a private scheme.[81]
This observation can be explained by Dutch case law, more specifically the famous PTT case.[82] The
PTT case dealt with lump-sum pension payments made by a Dutch telecom provider, PTT (currently KPN)
in 1991 to two German residents. PTT was a government enterprise until its privatization in 1989.
Therefore, the lump-sum payments accrued during both private-sector and government service. The
Supreme Court dealt with the question whether article 12(1) (comparable to article 18 of the OECD
Model) or article 12(2) (comparable to article 19 of the OECD Model) of the former German-Netherlands
treaty was applicable. Consequently, the Court had to interpret the phrase “paid by a Contracting State”.
Its interpretation was the following. Applicability of article 12(2) of the Convention requires that the state or
a public corporation or institution “pays” the pension. That requirement is fulfilled to the extent that
pensions accrued at PTT. Usually, a government pension will also be paid by a government body, but if
that is not the case – as here – it comes down to where the pension entitlements accrued. The Supreme
Court therefore interpreted “paid by” as a reference to the accrual phase of the pension entitlements. In
that way, the Supreme Court overruled the Court of Appeal, which regarded the time of payment
determinative and not the accrual phase. The PTT case is confirmed by later case law.[83]
In the MTTP and a recent letter to the Dutch parliament, the Deputy-Minister of Finance confirmed that the
line of the Supreme Court described above is applicable on the distinction that should be made between
private pensions and public pensions under Dutch tax law.[84] In that letter, the deputy-minister considered
that treaty partners may adopt a different interpretation than the Netherlands, analogously to paragraphs
5.4 and 5.5 of the Commentary. Therefore, the Netherlands aims to address this matter in a treaty, often
as part of the treaty protocol. Such a provision confirms that in case of pension entitlements that accrued
partly during private employment and partly during government service, these should be divided in
proportion to the number of years during which the total pension entitlement in the public respectively
private employment is accrued.[85] For example, the treaties with Albania, Georgia, the new treaty with
Germany, Portugal and Poland contain such a provision.

15.3. Impact of EU law on Dutch tax treaties
15.3.1. Introduction
According to case law of the European Court of Justice (ECJ), EU Member States have the exclusive
authority to conclude tax treaties.[86] Consequently, EU Member States are free to determine the factors
for the allocation of taxing rights in tax treaties. However, in exercising this authority, Member States must
take EU law into account.[87] Thus, tax treaties concluded by EU Member States must be in accordance
with EU law.[88] Consequently, elements in tax treaties that violate EU law are non-applicable.[89] This
particularly concerns discriminatory treatment between residents of a contracting state that is also an EU
Member State and those of an EU Member State that is not a contracting state to the treaty.
It may be difficult to establish a discriminatory treatment under a tax treaty. A certain measure in a tax
treaty may prima facie appear to have discriminatory impact. This, however, does not necessarily imply
that the concerned measure is in fact a discrimination prohibited under the EU Treaty. Reference can be
made to the D case (Case C-376/03) and the Test Claimants in Class IV of the ACT Group Litigation case
(Case C-374/04). In the latter, the ECJ considered that:
The fact that those reciprocal rights and obligations apply only to persons resident in one of the
two contracting Member States is an inherent consequence of bilateral double taxation
conventions. It follows, as regards the taxation of dividends paid by a company resident in the
United Kingdom, that a company resident in a Member State which has concluded a DTC with
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the United Kingdom which does not provide for such a tax credit is not in the same situation as a
company resident in a Member State which has concluded a DTC which does provide for one.
Given the fact that EU Member States are authorized to conclude tax treaties and that difficulties may
arise when establishing a violation of EU law under a tax treaty, the direct impact of EU law on tax treaties
seems limited. This is also expressed by the Deputy-Minister of Finance in the MTTP.[90] Yet, EU law
cannot be denied any practical relevance, as is discussed below.

15.3.2. Triangular cases
In Saint-Gobain (Case C-307/97), the ECJ ruled that an EU Member State must grant a PE of a national
of another Member State the same treatment as it grants to resident companies, provided that both are
objectively comparable, the so-called right of secondary establishment; e. g. the case where interest,
dividends or royalties arising in a non-EU Member State are attributable to a Dutch PE of another EU
Member State. This has impact on tax treaties that EU Member States conclude with third countries, as
an EU Member State must grant treaty access to the PEs of a company that is resident in another EU
Member State.[91]
The Deputy-Minister of Finance acknowledged that these triangular cases can lead to uncertainties.
Therefore, the Netherlands endeavours to include a provision in the protocol in its tax treaties that clarifies
the application of the tax treaty in such a triangular case.[92]

15.3.3. Withholding taxes
The EU Parent-Subsidiary Directive and the Interest and Royalties Directive aim to abolish withholding
taxes on qualifying capital payments between EU Member States. These provisions are generally more
favourable than tax treaties provide for. This particularly concerns tax treaties between EU Member States
that are concluded before these directives or before the amendments in the Parent-Subsidiary Directive.
This means that the concerned treaty provisions generally lack practical relevance, as taxpayers will
invoke the more favourable EU directives.
Furthermore, the ECJ determined that that a source state should ensure that taxation of capital payments
paid to non-residents, who may rely on the EU Treaty, should not be higher than the taxation which
residents of that source state are confronted with.[93] For example, in case a domestic shareholder is
rewarded an exemption with regard to payments on his shares, this exemption must also apply to a
shareholder that is resident in a different EU Member State and that finds himself in comparable
circumstances.[94] Consequently, the Netherlands is restricted in the execution of taxing rights that may
have been awarded under a tax treaty.[95]
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